THE FIRST
USER-DESIGNED ECDIS
“Human error” – for example false situation assessment and
wrong decision making caused by poor or inconsistent presentation of data or confusing operation – has been named in many
investigations as a main reason for accidents in global shipping.
It is not surprising that navigators and shipowners name standardization and simplification of indicators and operations together
with self-explaining, easy-to-use user interfaces (UI) at the top of
their wish list when it comes to the “Integrated Bridge”. Further,
IMO says that future improvements to the bridge navigation system should be aligned with “user need” and take into account the
“human element”.
Modern bridge navigation systems, in particular those in accordance with IMO’s INS Performance Standards, already step in
this direction. Users have access to all applications simultaneously
via multifunctional displays and can handle any task or attend to
any situation from any display. Targets appear consistently on any
display, all applications use consistent sensor data, and a central
alert management has less beeping and blinking to attend to. Actually the operator interacts with a single system only instead of
interacting with a number of loosely integrated workstations.
However, in the past bridge systems and their UI often have been
defined by software engineers. Some manufacturers have also
teamed with universities to implement latest insights from interface design. But at the end of the day – to what extent have

navigators, the only experts for the daily routines and use cases,
influenced software design? The answer is clear: more or less, but
to an insufficient extent.
The next step for improvement are intuitive and consistent user
interfaces and operation concepts which are designed to meet the
expectations of the operators and support their common interaction patterns with regard to daily tasks and use cases. These should
also be flexible to adapt to new use cases or integrate new functions, without overloading the display or overwhelming the user.

Collecting User’s Experience
“Outdated design.” “Unnecessary complicated operation.”
“Confusing.”
We have asked customers for their experience with our current
ECDIS models. Granted, this is only a snapshot and not all statements were negative - but these statements describe well where
our system today misses current user needs and human elements.
The decision was made to design a new portfolio of bridge navigation applications, starting with ECDIS. The Raytheon Anschütz
objective was not only to explicitly consider the human element in
all stages during software design, but to create an application with
the help of users for users and with an unparalleled intuitiveness
in use and function. But what could be done to ensure users’ needs
are covered properly?
The first step was to collect further in-depth feedback on our
ECDIS as well as ECDIS expectations in general in order to identify the most urgent needs. Therefore we have established feedback groups with selected captains, nautical officers, and nautical
trainers; and the results have been used as a starting point for a
larger workshop at the University of Applied Sciences in Flensburg
(Department of Maritime, Nautics and Logistics) together with
ship managers, seafarers, pilots, academic lecturers and maritime
students.
One group was in favor of a more restrained approach, back to
the roots and only the main tools available to perform the task.
This reflected functional overload and distraction from the essential route monitoring and route planning tasks in current ECDIS
systems on the market. Another group was voting for almost the
opposite - a full set of individual functions which should cover all
needs of a seafarer.

Creating a Wishlist
For the next step navigators were interviewed about their routines
during watch on the bridge, resulting in a mind map of more than
300 tasks and use cases, from route planning to route monitoring
and all the preparation and necessary documentation. The tasks
were given an importance rating and grouped according to frequency – whether these are to be performed constantly on watch,
multiple times per hour, several times a day or every time before
leaving or entering a port.
The navigators went through the identified tasks and use cases at
the Raytheon Anschütz bridge simulator, and they were observed
and asked for feedback after each. These insights were combined
with experiences and further best practice research on other
ECDIS in the market. The outcome was green markers for what
seems to be a good approach and red markers for what we thought
should be done differently.
Then the “Magnet Game” started. We prepared an oversized screen
on a whiteboard, glued pieces of paper with screen areas, function
blocks and individual buttons to magnets and rearranged them
until the navigators, user interface designers, software designers
from engineering, and product management were satisfied.

Designing a Prototype
Based on these results a prototype was designed. The prototype
included a basic screen layout and allowed the demonstration of
essential tasks and use cases such as route planning. To gain valid
user feedback, Raytheon Anschütz initiated several presentations
and reviews with customers, ship managers, seafarers, pilots and
academic lecturers.
From the start the feedback valued the clarity of the new UI and
the operation concept, using a maximum chart display and a quick
access bar with access to all main functions with a single action.
The need for additional functionality – which had been addressed

by some users during the workshops – was taken into account
by the implementation of hideable boxes. Further, any function
which requires more than two clicks was explained to be supported by a workflow.
Based on the positive feedback, the in-depth development was
started. The new ECDIS was grounded on the same software architecture as the already introduced Conning NX, which has proven its flexibility to adapt function and presentation as needed.
Besides the user-driven needs and requirements, the IEC 61174
Test Standard for ECDIS, the IEC 62288 Display Standard, as well
as the IEC 61924-2 Test Standard for Integrated Navigation Systems (INS) were applied in designing the new Raytheon Anschütz
ECDIS.

The Moment of Truth - Final Review
In December 2016 the software development had reached a level
where all identified tasks and use cases were fully implemented.
Interaction patterns such as drag’n’drop, pins and handles or the
context-sensitive help dialogue were operational, and the majority
of ECDIS functions were ready to use.
At this point Raytheon Anschütz invited captains and all the other
contributors again for a final external review in multiple sessions.
In each session, the development team went step by step through
the main uses cases and all available functions, with a balance between explanation, hands-on exercises, feedback and open discussion.
The feedback again indicated an intuitiveness of use throughout
the different tasks as well as supportive functions which actually
provide assistance to the operator (“intuitive”, “very ease to use”,
“user-friendly”, “real nice features”, “big step forward”). Almost
80% of the feedback was positive. The remaining feedback was
about further recommendations, and there was not a single complaint about confusing or poor information and presentation or
complicated operation. One of our customers put it straight:
“Involving clients was the best idea!” n

